Stardust
Stardust is a next generation, wholistic wealth management platform. We combine traditional wealth
management with a powerful social network that allows you to easily track your finances, compare your
performance against your peers, and use that actionable insight to help you achieve financial well-being.
Monitor all your
finances at a glance

Compare your fees and
performance to your peers

Explore your friend’s
portfolios and strategies

Our mission is to help everyone achieve their
financial goals. The Stardust platform arms
the social media generation with the
knowledge and tools they need to thrive in an
easy to use and familiar way.

What’s our goal?

The Stardust Platform:

We keep a careful eye on your fees
and returns, so you know exactly
how your money is performing

Quickly see how your
investments stack up against
your peers on fees and returns

We connect directly to your accounts,
so setting up your profile is as easy
and simple as logging in to your bank

Quickly see your accounts
and balances at a glance

Our Tile UX language surfaces
the important information and
streamlines the details

Add a description, photo and
tag to make tracking your
individual portfolios a breeze

Profile

Peers

Watchlists

A secure summary of all of your
financial holdings.

An easy to manage list of all of
your friend’s portfolios, always
ready for you to reference.

Search

Following a few portfolios or
made your own custom blend?
We’ll keep track of all of them.

We ensure everyone’s
information is secure and
private, and share only relative
percentages.

Our Team:
Adit Patel

Theresa Garcia

Columbia University
BS Physics

Louisiana State University
BS Industrial Engineering

An extensive background in consumer finance and marketing from
setting up and launching 3 new lines of business @Capital One.

E-commerce business owner who previously managed a team of
employees located all over the globe.

A deep, technical understanding of marketplaces and their
dynamics from Strategy @Redbubble.

Grew her previous e-commerce company from $0 to over $70,000 in
sales per month in less than 5 months with global reach.

Went from 0 to full stack engineer who built the iOS app, AWS
hosted Rails API, and our Python NLP search algorithm in 6 months

Growth hacker with a proven track record who handles marketing,
outreach, product, and UX/UI design.

Feel free to reach out with any questions!
Email: info@stardustfunds.com

